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Brief History

The first edition of the Manchester Guardian Weekly was printed on 4 July
1919. In 2007 a digital edition of the Guardian Weekly was created, an
editor’s blog was added and a presence on social media sites Facebook and
Twitter came soon after. The Guardian Weekly can be found online at
theguardian.com/weekly, where subscription information is also available.

Scope and Coverage

The Guardian Weekly is an internationally focused English language news
digest based in London, UK. It is one of the world's oldest international
weekly newspapers and has readers in more than 170 countries. In this digest
editorial content is drawn from its sister publications like the British daily
newspaper, The Guardian and Sunday newspaper, The Observer, and all
three are published by the Guardian Media Group and owned by The Scott

Trust Limited. It covers almost all broad topics like sports, culture, fashion,
culture, environment, lifestyle, business, travel, technology etc.

Kind of Information

The Guardian Weekly provides various kind of news in the form of article. In

this tool articles are available with its title and short description. Also articles
are present with a related photograph(s). Sometimes hyperlink terms are
available for more information. An example is given below.
UN staff taken hostage by South Sudanese refugees released unharmed
Unarmed group were demanding to be moved to another country, with most of them former
fighters loyal to Riek Machar

The 13 United Nations mission staff that were taken hostage by a group of 100 unarmed South
Sudanese refugees in the Democratic Republic of the Congo have been released.
The hostage takers were among 530 people living in the Munigi base outside Goma since fleeing
South Sudan last August, the UN’s Goma bureau head, Daniel Ruiz, told Reuters. Most are former
fighters loyal to the former vice-president Riek Machar.
“The camp is quiet and under full control of Monusco [(the peacekeeping mission],” UN peacekeeping
spokeswoman Ismini Palla said. “All staff have returned safely to their homes. No casualties have been
reported. The mission is investigating the incident.”
Machar’s supporters have been involved in clashes with President Salva Kiir’s forces since last July.
The UN estimates about 3 million South Sudanese have been uprooted by the violence, the biggest
cross-border exodus in Africa since the 1994 Rwandan genocide.
Ruiz said the camp occupants had been demanding to be moved for months. The government of the
DRC, mindful of threats to its stability from past refugee influxes and from armed groups in its volatile
east, is also keen to move them.
On Friday, eight of them agreed to be repatriated to South Sudan’s capital, Juba. Others fear going
back and are frustrated at being confined in the tiny camp.
“They’re saying if the eight were transferred to South Sudan, why shouldn’t we be able to go to a third
country?” Ruiz said. He added that the UN mission was currently negotiating with them.
Civil war broke out in oil-producing South Sudan in 2013 after Kiir sacked Machar from the vicepresidency. The conflict ended with a peace pact in 2015 and Machar was reinstated early last year but
tensions between the two men lingered and new fighting began in July.

Special Features

 Most popular posts are available.
 Most viewed articles are present.
 Various images and videos linked with different news articles.

 Contact and feedback option available with proper form.
 Links to social networking sites like Facebook, Twitter, Google+ and
so on. User can share each article via social networking sites.
 Jobs related information present.

Arrangement Pattern

The articles are arranged according to publishing date wise under different
topics. One can search their information according to their own choice.

Remarks

The Guardian Weekly is an internationally focused English language news
digest based in London, UK.
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 Tellus News Digest (http://tellusnewsdigest.com/)
 AsiaOne (http://www.asiaone.com/)
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